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Campus· pro-life
group meets
choice are stripped under the
law., and that no provisions are
made for victims of rape and
incest. The new law, the proAn organizational meetingfor
choicer said,· would "outlaw
a campus pro-life group was held
abortion across the board."
in the Catholic Center on Sep.
One of the pro-lifers coun30.
tered with the fact tryat when a
Organizer Barbara Dillon
decision is made to terminate a
began the meeting by stating that
pregnancy, '"all rights are taken
she wanted to establish a group
to counter the pro-c~oice move- away from the baby."
The discussion then turned to
ment here at Bridgewater.
when life actually begins. with
She said she wished to distribone of the pro-choice people calute literature to students so they
ling an unborn fetus "a parasite"
would "see both sides of the
within the moiher. She said that
issue," in reference to Question
the fetus feeds from the mother
#I on the ballot on the Nov. 4
referundum.. If passed, this · and cannot survive on it's own.
would give the State Legislature Therefore, it cannot be considered a life.
the power to regulate abortions
One member of the pro-I ife
and birth control, and if it so
movement
said that there is no
deems, to stop them altogether.
Student spends time between classes relaxing in the sun_ of ·the Indian
differ·ence
between
abortion and
Dillon would also like the
summer (photo by Bob Michaels).
murder;"
A
life
is
a
life."
group to consider inviting a
Another
person
brought up
guest lecturer.
the fact that the' "unborn fetus
Before any planning could
does feel pain. it retracts from a
start, thret.~ students, who sup__ port the nro-choice movement, . scalpel."
· Altftot:tgWnot much planning
. .,,.--" · ~~a~,(j~~te w;fth
,was accomplished at the meetop:onepts:
ing, those people that attended
i~-discussiOn lasted approx¥
on behalf of the pro-life moveimately 45 minutes, with a
live~y
ment are dedicated to the cause.
majority of the pro-lifers present
By
p-us that easily lasted through the Club President Michelle Lom- contributing to the arguments.
and plan to work hard to educate
Bill Bilodeau
summer.
people here at B.S.C. and to get
The pro-choice advocates'
bardo, who, in addition to 'presLast Thursday night, a "dis- enting her views, also moderated main argument consisted of the
o·uestion #1 passed.
In last spring's. issue of the cussion" was held in the formal the affair.
fact that the mother's rights of
Bridgewater Review, Professor dining room on the merits of
All three of the panelists· were
Steven Sanders had published pornography in general, and surprised to find themselves
·an article titled "Two Cheers for Prof. Sanders' ~rticle specifi- speaking before thirty-five to
Pornography." In the article, cally. This event, co-sponsored forty students and faculty
Professor Sanders argued that by the Women's Center and the members. Although the event
mah)' forms of pornography are Philosophy Club, put Prof. was not greatly publicized, the
not only desirable, but can even Sanders on the defensive against very controversial issue was
II
be considered valuable aspects . Prof. Edward James, Chairman apparently what drew the crowd.
of our society. As one might of the Philosophy Deptartment.
The discussion began with
imagine, .this touched off a wave The two were joined on the dis- Professor Sanders briefly re_statCareer Night. Successful
. By
of controversy around the cam- cussion panel by Philosophy
alumni
will come and speak
Brent F. Rossi
cont. on p. 2
with students, and explain
Someone here at Bridge- how their education at
water has finally decided .to Bridgewater has helped them
get students together with in the real world.
Swain said 'that Phil Conpeople who have already
graduated. This will be done roy, director of- the Alumni
through one of the newest Relations Office, is very
organizations on campus, the enthusiastic" about the
The Children's Physical conducted for 4 hours on Satur- dent with a well structured and
Student Alumni Relations program.
Developmental Clinic at Bridge- day mornings throughout the closely supervised program ena"He is very much behind
Commit.tee.
water State College, which is school year. ·Each applicant bling students to relate classThe committee's founder us," said Swain. "He is willing
undertaking its 13th consecutive accepted. participates in an indi- room theory .to teaching ·and
and current director, Yvette to do anything for us."
year of service to the commun- . vidually prescribed activity and human service .
The next meeting of
Swain, explains that the
ity, held its first fall session on exercise program conducted at
As part of each clinician's
groups primary purpose is to · S.A.R . C. will be Thursday,
September _20. The Clinic is a the .Keliy Gymnasium and Pool learning experience, professionpromote a 'sense of pride Oct.9, at 11 :00 a.m. in the Plyunique physical education and Complex. The Clinic is designed . als, from associated medical, psyamong students and to mouth County Room, in the
recreation program . in the to develop gross motor ·skill chological and educational fields
develop and encourage com- Student Union. Membership.
greater Boston and South Shore coordination and to enhance the are chosen to present specific lecmunications between the stu- is open to all students. ,
area designed to enhance the self-esteem of participants.
tures related to the care, treatSwain said that student
dents and alumni. ·Swain
physical, motor and socialdevel.,.
Dr. Huber, Clinic founder and
ment, rehabilitation and
_hopes/that this will give stu- . alumni g'roups . around the
opmental needs of children and director, has chosen a staff of educati'on of children and youth
dents confidence to do well country are doing well, and
youth with physical, mental. ninety Bridgewater State Col- with special needs. The lectures
.that "Bridgewater is just
here.
and/ or emotional disabilities.
lege undergraduate students for
are given at weekly seminars
S.A.R.C.'s major project · right for this program."
The Clinic program, under the the 1986-87 school year. The
which are conducted between
for the year will be an Alumni
direction of Dr. Joseph Huber · Clinic program provides the
8:00-9:00 a.m. on Saturday
and Professor Johanne Smith, is Bridgewater State College stucont. on p. 2
By
Brent F. Rossi

Discussion on pornography sparks

debate

STUDENT ALUMNI
RELATIONS COM

Children's Developmental Clinic
begins lecture series

' · ... •:

'I
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Porn

while pornography , specifically
Playboy in this case, use the subject as an object. James then
advocated censorship of pornography by boycott.
cone from p. 1
Michelle Lombardo, in her
ing some of the points made in remarks, gave the discussion a
the original article, that: porno- whole new direction when she
graphy can be valuable; critics of said that to properly deal with
pornography frequently obscure pornograp hy, " ... we must
the issues in their arguments; change the way we think about
and suggested that the real issue it." This prompted Prof. James
is one of heterosexual sexuality. to add that, "If we change the
This was followed by Prof. way we think of it, then it will no
James' remarks.
longer be pornography . It will be
Professor James stated that art."
Sanders was wrong to disrriiss
After absorbing this statement
violent or demeaning porno- for a moment, ·Prof. Sanders
graphy as exceptions to the rule. defended his views, dismissing
He then used a painting by James' use of a Renoir-Play boy
Renoir to highlight his argument comparison as illegitimate .
that "art" brings us beyond the Sanders maintained that there is
subject as an object of desire,

Idebate

no evidence of a causal effect
between porn and violence
toward women. James countered by saying that it was up to
the pornographe rs to prove that
no connection existed.
Soon, the panel discussion
ended and questions were
directed at the panel by the
audience. At this point, most of
the questions left Sanders again
defending his article. He basically succeeded in making his
points, but did concede that he
could defend only "some
pornography .''
The evening was considered a
success by the panelists and the
audience. All three speakers said
that they had enjoyed themselves
and some interesting subjects
were raised.

Developmental Clinic

cont. from p. 1

Ambassa dors Earle and Fields coverse. before
the Nuclea'r Disarmam ent Debate held on Sep.
30 (photo.by Bob Michaels) .

Dead line appr oach ing
for Fullbright scholarships
The 1987-88 cornpetition for
grants for graduate study abroad
offered under the Fulbright Prol!ram and hv foreign
overn-.
mt111s.''·t1nm:fs~t1cs. ai1
f!rr\'atL;
donors will close on Oc1ober 31.
1986. Only a few more weeks
remain in which qualified graduate students may apply for one of
the approximate ly 700 awards to.
over 70 countries.
Most of the .grants offered
provide round-trip. transportation, tuition and . maintenance
for one academic year; a few provide international travel only; or
a stipend in fended as a partial·
grant-in-aid.
Applicants must be US .citi- ·
zens at the time of application,
and must generally hold a bachelor's degree or its equivalent
before the beginning date of the
grant, and in most cases, should
be proficient.in the language of
the bost country. Except forcer.:.
tain specific awards. candidates .

may not hold a Ph.D. at the
times of application. Candidates
f9r the I 987-88 competition are
ineligible for a grant.to a country
1 ·they have been doiiiggraduate
work or conducting research in
that country for six months or
more during academic year
1986-87.
Creative and performing
artists are not required to have·a
bachelor;s de.gree, but must have
four years of professional study
or equivalent experience. Candidates in medicine inust have an
M.D. or equivalent (e.g., 0.D.,
DrD,S~} at time of application.
Application forms and further
information
students currently enrolled in BSC may be
obtained from the Fulbright .
Program Adviser, Dr. Charles
Nickerson. who is located inTlllinghast 312" (ex. 2283). The
deadline for filing an application
on this campus. is October 15th.

mornings in the lecture hall in
the Maxwell Library.
The following list of topics
and dates has been prepared so
interested students, faculty, parents and alumni can attend.
Each lecture is also open to the
public at large at no charge.

October 18--Peter Murphy,
Director of the Bureau of School
District Reorganiza tion and
Collaboratio n, Massachuse tts
D~partment of Education,
Quincy, MA, 'The Massachusetts Collaborativ e: An Overview Perspective. "

November 1--Sue Crones,
Adaptive Educational Design
Consultant s, Newton, MA,
"'Adaptive Environm ental
Design for Children with Special
Needs."

October 4--Dr. Tracy A. Baldrate, Department of Educational Services, Bridgewater
State College, Bridgewater , MA,
"Behavior Modification Techniques: Strategies for the
Beginner."

October 25--Flore nce
Whitely, RPT, New England
Medical Center Hospital, Boston, MA, "The Medical and
Educational Needs of Children
with Scoliosis."

November 8--Beau Doherty,
Program Director, Massachusetts Special Olympics, Wakefield, MA, "An Overview of the
Special Olympic Program in
Massachuse tts."

for

Yan kee Clip per
Haircu tters
73 ·Broad ·Street
Bridgew ater, MA
Papa Gino's

0~324

697-0005
.

Campus Plaza

''Whether it's in your yearbook,

youf parents home, or your best

. . fnend s wallet, your senior portrait
·is a lasting m~mory.''

----------------------~sign

up-----....i!------------.. . . . -----=----

oct. 6-10 /M.:.F; 9.oo a m.-4·0o p.m.
Outside the Bookstor e/ Student Union
----- ----- -Pho to. Session"""·_____ __....______

Large pizza or thick pan pizza
rede im with this coupon offer only good through 11/1/86

Oct 13-17/MW F/ 9:00;3:m!-.5:0Qp.mj TX 1:00-9:00 p.m.
.
Men's Dressing Room/ Student Union
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PlRG people: working for the world
By
Roger Spring

The staff meeting was over.
Most MASSPIRG volunteers had left the office in the
basement of the Student
Union.
However, some remained.
They sat in a loose circle,
chatting about goals and
plans for the future.
There was a common element in what each had to say,
a theme that bound them.
Each, in his or her own way,
spoke of creating a better
world.
Lofty goal for college students. It will take long hours
and a lot of effort. Why then,
did these students choose to
get involved, to make a difference at MASSPIRG?
"I was skeptical at first,"
said volunteer David
Emmons. "Then, when a
MASSPIRG representative
came into my class, I thought
'What is that three dollars per
student used for,' so I
listened."
Emmons became involved
with the hunger issue.
"Millions of people are
starving to death around the
world every month, and
they~re
mostly children,"
Emmons said. "It touched my
heart."
Emmons' background iP
dietics makes him well-suited

to work at alleviating world
hunger.
Also well-suited for his
MASSPIRG work is sophomore communications major
Ian MacGonnigal. He is serving an internship as MASSPIRG media coordinator at
BSC.
''Basically, my job is to take
the things we're doing and to
let people know about them,
to push the functions," MacGonnigal said.
"I've always been supportive of the causes, but last
semester I didn't have any
time," he added. "It's a really
good thing to get involved
with, for what they've
accomplished and what they
will accomplish."
Hunger project coordinator Chris Daley is a MASSPIRG veteran.
During his two years with the
student activist group, he has
seen the hard work of many
volunteers rewarded.
"I've seen the acid rain campaign work, .. Daley said. "I've
seen the Lemon Law passed."
Daley, a senior, is a political science major.
"MASSPIRG is political in
that we do things through
legislature," he said.
Lisa MacKay got involved
with the group in a peculiar
way.
"My roommate's brother is
a MASSPIRG organizer

from Westfield State,"
MacKay said. "He convinced
me to canvass over the
summer.''
Canvassing involves promoting MASSPIRG issues person to person. It means
knocking on many doors.
MacKay didn't like that.
When she came to Bridgewater, she recieved a call from
BSC MASSPIRG organizer
Sus an Hammel.
.. I decided I really wanted
to become involved,"
MacKay said. "So I became
an intern:"
Susan Hammel is BSC's
full time MASSPIRG staff
member. She graduated from
Carlton College in Minnesota
with a degree in philosophy.
Hammel said she thought
about going into the business
field, but reconsidered.
"By working with PIRG,tt
she said "I can learn the same
organization skills as in business, and I can do something
to believe in.
''The Midwest is the greatest place in the world to live,.,
she said, "But I wanted to see
and live in another place. I've
always liked the East Coast
and MASSPIRG is the largest and most effective PIRG
in the country."
MASSPIRG was involved
in passing eleven pieces of
legislature last year, she said.
Hammel came to Boston in

July. She canvassed for three
weeks.
"It was an amazing atmosphere." she said. "After a
meeting, everybody would
run down the stairs to go canvass. There'd be ten cars with
seven people in each ...
She took two weeks of
seminars and workshops at
UMass/ Boston. She was
assigned to BSC and Bristol
Community College.
"l spend about 65 percent
of my time here." she said.
"My role is to get things
started,,. Hamme) said. ..I
serve as the link to Boston and
teach skills involved in
organizing.
"The hardest part of my
job," she said,"is to know
when to leave students to their
own means.'"
Hammel offered a brief history of PIRG.
"It started in the activism of
the late sixties and early seventies," she said. '"A group of
students wanted to start
something lasting, to make
new laws. Ralph Nader told
them to pool their resources.
The students voted to tax
themselves and to use the
money in issues inportant to
them.
, PIRG spread nationwide
·beginning in 1972, Hammel
said. It has chapters in 22
states now. MASSPlRG was
started at U Mass/ Amherst in
1973.

oo North Front Street
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Student
employment
opportunitie
By
Kirk Van Dyke
Do you need money or just
something to occupy your free
time? There is an excellent job
placement service right here on
campus in T-6 downstairs in Tillinghast Hall. It is open Monday
through Friday from 9 to 2. The
Student Employment Referral
Service (S.E.R.S.) is a division
of Bridgewater State College
work study program. The service
is open to any Bridgewater State
College student free of charge.
S.E.R.S. helps students by locating job opportunities, both full
time and part time in business.
industry. and community
services.
••students can drop in any
time,"said Donna Binns~Coordi
nator. S.E.R.S. can help the student: earn money to pay for
educational and living expenses;
explore, develop. and choose
new areas of employment~ gain
valuable work experience to
enhance your education~ search
for a job at no cost and establish
a work record.
If you would like more infomation please cal\ the Student
Employment Referral Service at
697-1232 or stop by the office
located in Tillinghast Ha\\
Room T-6.

Calvin Klein Outlet

·1
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View poin t
Lunch should
be offere d at
Shea/ Durgi n hall
Lefs face it. The lunch time situation at Tillinhast
Dining Hall is getting ridiculous. Often, the line extends
out the door onto the quadrangle. Once inside, the
student faces the nearly impossible task of finding a seat.
Recently~ three food service workers remarked an
average of over 900 students were served at the dining
facility during the lunch hours. During a one hour
period. they said, over 600 students had been served.
This is one of those problems that seem to resurface
every year. In fact, about two years ago The Comment
published an editorial concerning overcrowding on the
campus. The editorial was tilled ··v ou can only stuff so
n1anv sardines in the can.
The ·conditions at Tillinghast were discussed.
This problem continues while a solution seems apparent. The dining hall at Shea/ Durgin halls should be used
to serve lunch.
Since the hall is already built, little cost would be
incurred. New jobs could be created for work study
students. The program could begin almost immediately.
With so few visible obstacles, the only question
remaining is, ''WhaCs stopping us?"
Approximately 600 students live at the hill. If they
don't have a class on the lower campus, they have to
\Valk a long way to wait in a long line. That doesn't make
sense. Why don't we serve them where they live.

EX
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Bridgewater State College wrestler wants varsity team
By

in my years at Bridgewater State.

Joe Muscarella
The Bridgewater Srate College wrestling program has been
dropped as a varsity sport
because of what some administrators indicate is a lack of stu-

Where did this ··1ack of intert'sc" idea originate? Most likely
\virh the reduced numbers of
wrestlers who were consistently

involved with the team toward

''

dent interest._ 1 beg to differ. As Why didn't the athletic
evidence, l cite the 22 student- administration come to
wrestlers who showed up for an the wrestlers last year ...
informal team meeting on September 16. and the six additional· the end of last season. The simstudents who attended a second plistic conclusion one could
meeting a week later. This is the.· arrive at from
that situation was
largest pre-season turnout of. that there is not an
interest in·
prospective wrestlers I have seen, wrestling on this campus.
Or

perhtlps the~ecision wa~made
to follow through on the recom-

a lack of leadership and support.
Some colleges have recently

mendation of the most recent
coach, i.e. that the varsity program be abolished. Given that
this coach was coming off a J-8

dropped certain sports for financial reasons. That is not the case
at Bridgewater. In fact, with the

season record and was in the
process of resigning, it is doubtful that his viewpoint was an
objective one.

Why didn't the athletic administration come to the student
wrestlers _last year for input on
this issue? If they had, they
would have heard a story of a
group of athletes demoralized by

student athletic fee increasing by
50% last year (from $60 to $90),
the Athletic Program has abundant funding.
Athletic Director Bo Ruggiero stated 'two years ago that
he was "equally enthusiastic for
nineteen intercollegiate sports
here at BSC-to me they are all
important" ('Comment, Sept. 20,
1984, p. l.).Since that statement

was made, golf has disappeared
as a varsity sport, and an attempt
is being made to do the same to
wrestling. What sport, I wonder,

is next?
Mr. Ruggiero, on behalf of
myself and the other twenty'
seven student athletes who
intend to wrestle here this year, I
am asking that you restore wrestling to full varsity status for
1986-87. To do less gives lie to
your statement that all sports
here at BSC are important, and
it does a grave injustice to the
students of this college.

Commentary/Joseph W. Dragon, Jr.
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Quickly now, what do Gilley's
Bar in Texas, The Hard Rock
Cafe in New York. and the
Second Floor of the Clement C.
Maxwell Libraryin Bridgewater
all have in common?
Give up? They are. all loud.
raucous·meetingarea s for people
to enjoy friends and· conversation. Fortunately for Gilley's,
where the bar is reputed to be
one;.hundred yards long, and
cowgirls, cowpokes. and urbanites chug Lone Star Beer, and
The Hard Rock, famous for. its
good food and popular music,
form fits function. U nfortuna tely for the Maxwell Library,
the form of the Second Floor has
drifted far away from its original, intended function.
The Second Floor is a large,
cavernous enclosure flanked by
windows with a peristyle-type
roof over the arena. In this area
are located eight to ten round
and rectangular tables seating
four to six persons at a time.

There are 15 or so chairs against studying becomes a distracting,
the bookstacks facing toward gab-interrupted ordeal on the
the lobby and stairs. Between Second Floor. The constant flux
nine· in the morning and two in of humanity guarantees frustrathe afternoon, Monday thru Fri- tion. The· desire to be elsewhere
day, as much noise, commotion, takes away significantly from the
and general pandemonium . task at hand.
occurs in this area as at anytime
To be fair, students are not
in the Student Union.
solely at fault. The actual iayout
The situation is so bad that is of the Second Floor lends itself
has become paradoxical. It is a to the type of socializing that
place to study, where no one stu- occurs there. It's a central spot,
dies. It's as if a student goes to easily accessible, and as prethe Second Floor hoping to see viously mentioned, very popusomeone he knows. Gossip can lar. All the place needs really is a
.then be exchanged, plans con- bar by the elevator, Cl; grille by.the
su1nmated. and books neglected, stairs, a coupie of cocktail
all in the name of Academia.
waitresses ...
Most. people who go to the
But seriously, the din that
library· seek and need ~ quiet, emanates from the Second Floor
serene atmosphere fol'. study. Or .on a regular basis should be cur~
they use the physical equipment ·tailed. The students who frethe .library offers,. such as Dial quent the area should be much
Access, reference books, or more considerate If necessary,
media material. For those who the administrators at the library
miss the few primo quiet spots, .s·hould start to minister unto
for instance the third floor, or · those who do not understand the
the first floor reference area, word QUIET.
r<'_,.

1..,
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Mystery photo
How well do you know your ual perspective. Also, the photo
campus? Each week. a new mys- may be printed sideways or
tery photo will appear to test upside-down. Answers will be
your powers of observation. The published the following week to
subject always will be located allow the opportunity to look
'somewhere on campus and. may .;:i.round for yourself.
be photographed from an unus-

Mystery Photo - Do you know what and where it
is?
(Photo by Kirk Van Dyke)

BSC Flashback

By

'

Carolyn Fox, radio personality for WHJY,.Prov idence.

Que en of the Mo~ning Air
By
Kris Ferreira .
Tough, rude, risque, and
sometimes offensive. Queen of
the early morning air ways and
the early morning innuendo.
This is Carolyn Fox! ·Let me
rephrase that. This is the
Carolyn Fox that morning listeners of WHJY hear. The
woman that I met, however, was
nothing like the description
above':- In fact, the petite, darkhaired woman with the easy
smiie and flashing eyes was
nothing at all like the image one
might conjure up by listening to
the sultry, sexy voice on the
radio.
Born Carolyn Berman, Miss
Fox was raise.d on Providence's
East Side where she attended
Classical High School and later
Brown University, rece1vmg a
bachelor's degree in World
History.
Fox's radio career began in an
unusual way, with a suggestion
from a high school guidance
counselor. It seems that a 16 year
old Carolyn,· was a frustrated

actress, who wasn't able to land
the parts that she wanted in high
school plays. Since she really
wanted to act and already had a
distinctive, likeable voice, her
guidance cqunselor suggested a
.job in radio. There's been no
looking back ever since~
Fox~s· radio career began with
a position as a part-time newsperson for W.GNG, an AM station. "I literally walked off the
street and got the job," said Fox,
as she shifted her weight and
threw her legs. over the arm of
her chair. Her next radio job-was
with WBR U, Brown University's station, where she was a driving force and popular
personality during her college
years. During this period ( 1981 ),
she also took a job with.:Boston's
WCOZ, one of the area's heavy
"metal favorites at the time. From
WBRU and WCOZ, she moved
to WHJY, and the t.ransforma~
tion into "The Fox" took place.
It was this person "The Carolyn
Fox" that met me in the lobby of
WHJY. Being an avid fan of
Fox's, I was well aware of her
reputatiofl for being a master of

repartee and the· quick comeback, so needless to say, I was
feeling a little nervous. My nervousness vanished, however, as
soon as I came face to face with
the woman behind the voice.
After introducing ourselves,
Carolyn· led me to an office (it
happened to belong to Glen Stewart, her morning co-pilot and
second banana) and I began asking questions in my most professional manner. After a few
minutes, it became apparent that
there was really no need for formalities and we began to talk in a.
very open, personal way. The
one thing that was immediately
obvious to me upon meeting
Carolyn was the tremendous
amount' of energy that she was
emitting. It was almost like a
crackling static electricity which
· leaves her body arid fills the
space around her.c I'm talking
about one dynamic lady.
Fox's day normally begins at
about 4 a.m. After a short commute from her Providence
home, she arrives at the station
by 5:45 ready to go on the air and
con't.p.6

'an 1872 graduate of BSC. This
. s~rved as a year round lab for all

'locat~·

:shall . among .students which helped
Conant Science Building and plan and cultivate the school
Pope Hall, do you ever stop and ·gardens. This' club planned all
wonder why it is here, or. what it ·theflower beds and the putting
represents? The garden origi- up of shrubs for the whole camnated back in the very early days . pus. The seedlings began in the
of BSC and its historical value greenhouse, then were moved to
deserves more attention than it is nursery beds.and finally distrugiven.
: buted over the whole campus.
This beautiful two acre garden Students enrolled in the landswas a gift to the college in 1907 cape gardening course did all the
from A.G. and A.C. Boyden. It 'work.
became The Natural Expansion
One person who contributed
of the School Garden greatly to the production of the
Movement.
garden was Louis Stearns. He
The garden served two main was a teacher of·gardening and
purposes. First, It was an out- biology, a director of the Bridgedoor lab for biological studies water Improvement Associaan.d experimentatio n. Second, it tion, and an active faculty·
helped train students to make member of the garden club. In
home gardens more useful and 1944. Louis Stearnsretired. The
showed them different phases of Oct.18, J 963 issue of The Comschool ground decorations.
ment celebrated his 90th birthIn 19IO, an eighty-four foot ·day .. Today a memorial gate
greenhouse was· put up 3$ a gift bearing his name serves as an
from Mrs. Elizabeth R. Stevens, entrance to the garden. ,

SSC garden dates back to 1907.

Photo by K. ·VanDyke '
\
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by ~erke Breathed
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Caro lyn
entertain, amuse and inform her
daily following. When noton the
air, she is busy doing voice overs
for commercials, writing the
agenda for the next day~s program and doing promotions at
area nightclubs. As I said before,
this is one dynamic lady. Constantly on the go, constantly giving all she can give. About I I0%
to be exact.
As our conversation progressed, Carolyn began talking
about the public's perception of
her versus the real person.
It may come as a shock to find
out that the person behind that
sexy, flirtatious voice is nothing
at all like the image her voice and
her show imply. As a matter of
fact, Carolyn gave me a list of
misconceptions and truths concerning her fans' perception of
her and the real Carolyn Fox.
Here are a few of those misconceptions vs. truths:

Joe Freshm an By Mark Levine

Misc.--Carolyn Fox has a filthy
mouth.
Truth--Carolyn is a master of
using innuendo, and yes she is
sometimes a bit risque. hut she
always draws a fine line which
separates. what she actually says
from what the listeners hear or
think that they hear. The interpretation is left completely up to
the listener.
Misc.--Carolyn Fox is a party
animal.
Truth--Carolyn Fox is not a wild
party-goer. Her social· _life is

BREAKFAST

Fox

activities.
Misc.--Carolyn ·Fox· has no
feelings.
. I
Truth--Carolyn F ox 1s mdeed a
caring, feeling individual. She
cares about people. ''People are
my hobby .. Everybody has something to offer. Everybody has
something special about them,"
said Fox. She also said that
wliile some people find her
offensive, she does try to inform
the people about important
issues at hand. She does this
through humor. In Carolyn's
words, "It's easier to swallow
medicine if you follow it with a
teaspoon of sugar." In other
words, it's easier to get a point
across if you put the person or
persons you're talking to .at ease
with the subject. Laughter is usually a good way to accomplish
this.
In conclusion, I would like to.
say that I was very impressed
with the person that I met on
that Tuesday afternoon.
Carolyn Fox is a very bright,
positive. outgoing and caring
person. She cares about herself
and the people that listen to her.
As the old cliclie goes. there's
more to that than meets the eye.
Well in this case, I'm extremely
pleased to report that there's
more to that voice than meets the
ear. Carolyn told me something
in the middle of this interview
which stuck in my mind .. She
said, "l want to be a star."
Carolyn Fox is well on her why

quiet and Iin1ired. She likes her

and she's got the stuff that stars

private life to
private. Instead
enjoys visiting
golfing. Not

are made of. Keep your eyes on
this glowing ember~ it's about to
burst into a blinding light. Go
for it Carolyn.

be just that-of parties, she
museums and
exactly wild

DINNER

M

Gheese Omelet
Waffles

LUNCH
Soup Du 'Jour
Chicken Nuggets w/choice of sauces
Spaghetti Casserole & Meatballs
French Fries

Soup Du ·Jour
Steak & Cheese Sub
Ham ·steak w/slrced Pineapple
Scalloped Potatoes

T

Scrambles Eggs
Pancakes w/syrup
Bacon

Clam Chowder
Meatloaf w/Gravy
Cheese Dream w/Bacon
Mashed Potato .

Clam Chowder
Seafood Platter w/Shrimp & Clams
Lasagne w/Meatsauce
French Fries

W

Cheese Omelet
French Toast

Corn Chowder
Taco w/shredded lettuce, tomato
Chicken Pot Pie w/biscuits
Mexican Corn

Corn Chowder,·
Yankee Pot Roast
Chicken Wing Dings
Baked Potato

X

Scrambles Eggs
Sausages

Minestrone Soup
Cheese Pizza
.
Baked Macaroni & Cheese
Green Beans

F.

Cheese Omelet
Waffle·s

Clam Chowder
Hot Pastrami on a Bulkie Bun ·
Tuna Melts
Potato Puffs

s

Minestrone Soup
·Roast Turkey w/Dressing & Gravy
· 1/4 lb Hamburgs w/Bacon
Mashed Potatoes
Clam Chowder
Fried Fish
Pepperoni Pizza
Onion Rin s

Eggs to Order
French Toast

Tomato Soup
Steak & Cheese Sub
Tuna Salad on a Bulkie B_un
Home Fries

Tomato Soup
Chicken Cutlet w/Supreme sauce
Ziti w/Meatsauce
Italian Potatoes

Eggs to Order
Pancakes w/syrup

Chicken Noodle Soup
Hot Turkey Sandwich
Fried Clam Roll·
Potato Puffs

Chicken Noodle Soup
Roast Sirloin of Be~f w/Gravy
Gri.lled Knackwurst w/Sauerkraut
Mashed· Potatoes
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Entertainment
They took the last train
to Fo xb oro
By

The Monke es play at Sulliva n Stadiu m on their
20th Annive rsary tour. {Photo by John Burns)

Round Midnight
The tou gh life of a jaz z
musician
By
Louise. Calandr ella
In the mood for a little jazz?
'"Round Midnigh t" is a movie
a bout jazz musician s in France
and New York in the lctte J 950's.
Based loosely on incident s in
Francis Paudras ' and Bud
Powell's Jives. it was written by
David Rayfiel and produce d by
Irwin Winkler . Dale. Turner.
played by Dexter Gordon . is
based on Bud Powell. Francoi s
Cluzet ·stars as Francis Paudras '
represen tative, Francis Borier.

--

through their music. As. they
build a relation ship the music
grows in mtensity and compkx ity. That realism is showed
through out the film. To show
the concent ration and stamina
needed to make it in a world that
one does not entirely fit in Dale
Turner is shown doing two long
gigs in a row.

Instead ofperfec tly recreati ng
the music of the late I 950's they
used more or less the same concepts as then and .added more
modern riffs to the music. Herbie Hancoc k wrote the pre· t viously unreleas ed music •.. such
D
. a. Ie T urner h.a d. h'is .grea
album reprinte d anp subse- as .. Berange re's Nightmare~~· the
quently lost the rights to his song that. you hear at the:h.otel in
songs in -an age where people " Nev./ Yotk·~nd when Fta'ncis is
were warned about this all the. running through the str~'¢ts, and
time. The rest of the film shows "Still Time'' for the montag e
.. ·
him livi11Kthe best he can_ while with Dale.
trying to get them back.
Taverni er attempt ed to reflect
Theloni
us Monk's attit.ude that
This film shows the loneline ss
underst anding be - bop is underand reality of a jazz musicia n's standing freedom in .the movie.
life through use of color, at mos- He feels "be_ bop musicia ns are
phere and truth. In the Blue the real geniuses ofAmeri ca-. the
Note, the ~arisian night club, continu ation of the classicaJ trathey used blue - grey lighting to dition of Debussy . Faure,· Barget across coldness and cigarett e tok. and Ravel. They created the
smoke. The atmosph ere in the only music in America that has
hotel rooms was kept pretty not been co-opted or bastardi zed
much constan t and desolate to by the system. " The plot has
show the loneline ss of the musi- been kept simple to let the jazz
cians as they sp.end a lot of time shine through .
in their hotel rooms. The grey blues were an attempt to make
Winkler feels this movie is a
the movie look like a black and
mileston e in jazz history but that
white photo. The emphas is on
people should not take it too
the musical ~lement was to shoV\
seriousl y. Try and have fun with
how the. musicia ns react
lt.

Nancy J. Thomas
Under an overcas t night sky.
26,000 fans filled one side of Sullivan Stadium on Friday, September 26 to show that
M onkeem ania is, in 1986, perhaps stronge r than ever, ·despite
a gap of 18 years since the TV
shows stopped product ion. The
fans at Sullivan witnesse d the
Monkee s, without Mike. present
:heir IOOth concert date. just
~our days shy of the end of their
20th Anniver sary Celebra tion
World Tour.
After hitting the stage to a
canned version of their theme
song. the M onkees started their
set, which included all their most
well-kn own songs. The crowd
didn't really seem to get in to the
music, however , until Davy sang
"'Daydr eam Believer ". All 26,000
fans seemed to sing along with
him on that, and through out the
stands, many held up flaming
lighters, which gave a dramati c
effect to the scene.
Mickey hypnot ized the
audienc e with a fantasti c version
of "Goin·· Down", ,includi ng a
fast-pac~d two-step back and
forth across the stage.
The Monkee s, now in their
40's. made a few jokes a bout
their age, .such as when Mickey

asked if anybod y had any Grecian formula for Peter, and when
he pretende d at one point that he

had to be helped to his feet by the
others. Otherwi se there wasn't as
much obvious humor and antics
as one might have expecte d from
them. Howeve r, the music was at
the level of quality, and true to
the sound of the old recordin gs,
especiall y, ""Pleasa nt Valley Sunday", with-wh ich they closed the
show.
Except for soloing on" Auntie
Grizelda ". Peter stuck to guitar
playing and backup singing, and
contribu ted to the fun by playing
the sweet, loveabl e dunce.
Davy's stage movem ents were
rather stiff and he didn't seem to
smile much, but with his characeristic enthusia sm, singing abilities, and romanti c appeals to the
audienc e as the groups heartthrob he contirbu ted in his unique way to the overall
excitem ent. Mickey displaye d
.his great stage presenc e, poise,
and cons.ide rable singing talent,
while maintain ing his image as
the groups zany wacko. He even
manage d to throw in one of his
specialti es from the TV show
when he did a Cagney impression as he introdu cing a band
member .
After singing their bestknown song 'Tm A Believer ''.
the

Monkee: s

exited

the

stage

and returned for the planned
encore. After several curtain
calls, they walked across the
stage in their tradema rk fashion

The M onkees were preceded
be three bands from the 60's, and
early 70's. Herman 's Hermits ,
without original lead singer
Peter Noooe, played the longest
(a half hour). With a differen t
lead singer, the group didn't
have a distincti ve sound, while
the music \Vas neither sensational nor mediocr e. Next Gary
Puckett , with his strong distinctive soundin g, high-vo lume
voice, absolute ll filled the stadium, far oversha dowing the
Union Gap. His magnifi cent talent has not diminis hed since the
60's. The Grassro ot's, with lead
singer Bob Grill, did four of their
old hits. The vocals were good
but the music left somethi ng to
be desired. By then however , the
·audienc e was. getting psyched
. and restless for the appeara nce
of the M onkees, the restlessn ess
heighten ed by the fact that the
show was a half hour late starting because half the Monkee s
were stuck on one side of the
Stadium , while the others were
on the other side. The Grassroots did a good job ofheigh teni ng the excitem ent and
anticipa tion, especial ly woth the
rockers "Tempt aion Eyes" and
"Midnig ht Confesi ons"
To

quote

one

fan

"These

bands are to be commen ded. I
think nostalgi a concerts are
great and I would like to see
more from other bands."

Some people just can't·read.(Photo by Bob Michae ls)

Boston is back!
Boston: Third Stage

Well, accordin g to the liner
notes, Thl'rd Stage has taken six
years to record and package . Six
·-'years? ! No wonder Epic records
Boston: Third Stage
dropped them. But MCA should·
MCA "Record s
be pleased with.the m. Hopeful ly.·
Finally, an album from one of
The album seems· to be a conthe seventie s' best rock groups cept album picking up where
that seemed to disappe ar from Don't Look Back left off ba,ck in
the face of the earth. Where have' 1978. 1978!!? "Aman da," the
Boston been for the. past eight first single kicks off ~he album.
years?
This is a pretty song in Boston.
MCA Records
By
Mike O'Conn or

style. The entire album sounds
like Boston when. they left. No
changes really. "We're Ready,"
the followin g song goes along
with the rest of the rocket'r ide of
the album's sor1gs while also proclaiming that the band is ready
for some serious music.
From there we have ''The
Launch " to propel us into Boston's own little universe , to
cont. .on :p,9, ,

.
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McC artn ey's Press to Play
J3y

W BI M
Bon Jovi gives rock a good
name,--.38 Spec ial sells out
By
Bob Lang
A Saturday night is always
prime time for a good concert
and this was no cxn:ption. The

few years. Security relaxed and
the amphitheate r aisles were
soon filled with dancing fans.
The majority of the hard rock
fans exited after Bon .J ovi, leaving the choice scats open to

host parents'! 'fhe sweet scento

Center in Mansfieid plc:i°yed
on September 13th to New Jersey rocker Jon Bon Jovi and wild
eyed southern boys .38 Special.
The show was a complete sell out
{of course, when tickets have
been on sale for six months, anything has a chance to sell out).
Bon Jovi and his boys came
roaring out with a souped up
version of the metallic sounding
.. Raise Your Hands" from the
recently released L. P. Slippery
When Wet. If this band was supposed to be exhausted from
playing to 50,000 people the
night before in their home state's
arena at the Meadowland s, they
sure as hell didn't show it.
Their opening set consisted of
seven songs· and lasted for a
healthy fifty-five minutes. The
new video-single "You Give
Love a Bad Name" and .. Runaway" (the song that broke Bon
J ovi nationally) were the highlights, complete with choreographed moves and razor sharp
soloing by guitarist Richie
Sambora.
The only setbacks of their performance was an attempt at a
crowd sing-along during "In and
Out of Love" and the screaming
girls in the audience. The teenybopper appeal of singer Jon Bon
Jovi to. pre-pubescen t girls has
proved to be a detriment in his
search for success. Especially
when he caters to it by making
comments like. "Would you like
me to pose for you? I know you
want to take a picture of me."
Southern rockers .38 Special
then took the stage to a standing
..ovation and proceed~d tP tear
numerous hit singles of the past

mari-

juana smoke drifting in the crisp
autumn breeze seemed to b.e a
distinct contrast to the seemingly
"family" atmosphere.
All in all, you could rent a
home video of this .38 Special
tour and not miss much. Sure,
there are a few exciting moments
(a stage filled with dry ice during
"Chain Lightning" and surprise
covers of "Glad All Over" and
"'Travelling Band"), but in reality .38 Special has degenerated
into a commerciali zed product.
Not taking anything away from;
the talents of guitarist Jeff Carlisi and vocalist/ guitarist Don
Barnes, .38 Special epitomizes
the sad demise of true southern
rock.
Any rebel will tell you that
Donnie Van Zant has sold out to
the legacy of his brother's group,
Lynyrd Skynyrd. Even the third
brother, Johnny, has abandoned
his good old boy kick ass
approach to go for the much
needed radio airplay.
Admittedly, songs like the
soundtrack "Teacher, Teacher"
were executed to perfection on
the Grea't Woods stage, but it's a
shame to see the older, long
haired fans leave halfway
through the concert, shaking
their heads in disgust.
Part-time singer Van Zant
(some say cheerleader) summed
it all up when he told the crowd
that they were even better than
the audiences down south. When
Yankee audiences appreciate
your down home tunes better
than their beer drinking Confed.erat~~· you're .in qig Jrou,bl~.·. ,

Michael O'Connor
Capitol Records, after an
eight year absence, have finally
gotten their golden boy and
former Beatle, Paul McCartney,
back. The question is has the
prodigal son put out another
good album for his parents? The
answer is yes. And more.
Press to Play opens with late
fifties Carl Perkins guitar work
and takes off from there. Paul
has found his rock roots again.
Listeners wil be pleased.
"Strangleho ld," the opening
track shows Pauf"at some of his
best, blending fifties and eighties
with his personal stamp. '"Good
Times Coming/ Feel the Sun"
opens with a blend of Genesislike reggae and proceeds like
typical McCartney into a completely different sound. Very
catchy. Paulie.
"Talk More Talk" opens with
a sound reminiscent of late Beatles/ early Wings. but somehow
propels McCartney into the
eighties with a Phil Collins beat.
Ironic that this album sounds a
bit like Genesis/ Phil Collins
with McCartney as lead vocal.
McCartney only employed
Genesis' producer and Phil Collins to produce and play on the
album.

"Footprints, " the next song, What? McCartney? Rock? The
has an acoustic guitar very lyrics of "Move Over Busker"
reminiscent of guitar work on his may not be deep like his former
best post-Beatie album, Band on partner John Lennon "would
the Run. This iong would have "ave writ -'em" but this s·ong does
fit nicely on that album. And of have a nice beat.
course. McCartney makes
"'Angry," on the other hand,
"'Footprints~.,;fit into I 986 as eas- sounds more like Lennon would
ily as it could have fit into 1974. have. written it. The lyrics are
"Only Love Remains,., the clos- characteristi c of Lennon, not
ing traek, is a typical McCartney McCartney. But, it is McCartballad that sticks in your head ney and it rocks right along with
like most of his baliads. Some- "Move Over Busker". The openthing about this man's music ing guitar sounds almost like
makes the listener remember it. ·AC/ DC, but you know it's Paul
Perhaps this is why the Beatle's when the heavy bass line overmusic is still popular.
lays the guitar. McCartney is
Side Two opens with ''Press ... obviously "angry" at someone in
the first single released off the this song, but you can't figure
album. "Press" is a nice little out who it is. Could it be former
song, almost with a "'Say. Say, partner Denny Laine'?
~ay"
beat. but only with
"However Absurd" sounds as
McCartney's personality embel- if it would have fit really well on
lished in the song. This man the Beatles MaKical Mystery
knows how to hook the public.
Tt1Llr. This is definitely the most
"Pretty Little Head" has a primi- Bcatle-ish work McCartney has
tive beat to it and somehow done in years. Was Lennon's
brought images of Tolkien into presence around to inspire
my mind as "'Hillmen bring garMcCartney on the last two
ments, spices/ Carrying trinkets, songs'?
silk, and precious stones."
Whatever, Capitol Rceords
Somehow I was reminded of a
will he proud parents of their
fantasy novel. McCartney has
;>rod i gal son\ new work.
created his own mini-fantasy in
McCartney· apparently ~avcd his
song. "Move Over Busker" and
best for Capitol. Welcome
"Angry," the next two songs are home, Paul.
McCartney at his rocking_ best.

A ban d lost in the 'BO's
The Electric Light Orchestra,

group, heing reduced to only its

has a sound now of a band

eighfies have been around,

musicintoth e 80's. Theysecnno
be a lost band.
Jeff Lynne was never known
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o~connor

· ELO was, perhaps one of the
best pop/ rock bands of the Seventies, churning out hits like
..Turn to Stone", "Telephone
Line", and ""Evil Woman'',
among others. ELO not only had
a period of memorable ?O's Top
40 hits, but were known for spectacular line shows .
It is now 1986. ELO is no
longer an .. orchestral" rock

ELO seems to have had trouble
adjusting. and their latest album.
Balance <~( Power, brings them
no closer to eighties mainstream
pop.
The majority of the songs are
slow and tend to drag the listener
into a total state of boredom.
The only decent songs are the
near hits, "So Serious", and
"Calling America".
None of tl}e other songs are
really worth mentioning. ELO

Bost on
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''Cool The Engines" and "My
Destination, •• two typical" Boston tunes.
Side Two begins with '"A New
World'• Into "'To Be A .Man"
which is very reminiscent of "'A
Man 111 Never Be" from Don't
Look Back. ''.I Think I Like It,"
"Can 'tcha Say" and "Still in
Love" are rockers in best Boston
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tradition. "Holly Ann," the closing track, is a beautiful Boston
ballad that Tom Sholz's guitar ·
glides through.
1-1--_ ..... - i The musicianship is fantastic· ....,_ -and the album has slick production with a slight edg~ right
down to the artwork on the
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cover, which shows Boston'sgui tar/ship being laun~hed from
the mothership towards earth.
Well, guys, now that you've
landed. are you going to stay or
takeoffagai n?I'msureB oston's
old fans will appreciate this long
awaited album and maybe they'll
pick up some new ones.
So, how does 1987 sou.n~I..~or
ah album?

as one of rock's great songwriter's. but he was capable of chu. rt ning out decent tunes.
Drummer Bev Bevan, who
recently played wit.! Black Sabbath, seems lost now in ELO's
sound. Nobody will ever be sure
of Richard Tandy's role.
I used to.be a fan of ELO's, but
this drivel is really hard to take.
. Maybe next time guys. Sorry.
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Sports

Socc er
strea k
halte d

By
Bill Bilodeau
The ~ridgewater State Men's
Soccer team has had an inconsistant ·season thus far. After
playing their best game of the
year on Thursday at S.M.U., the
Bears lost to UMASS/Boston
Saturday and· Stonehill College
on Tuesday. Both losses came at
home.
Last Thursday, the Bears took
on S.M.U. in Dartmouth, and
played their best game of the season. Bridgewater totally controlled the game. The Bears had
19 shots while keepingS.M.U. at
bay. Goalie Andy Karparis was
forced to make only five saves in
the game. Bridgewater took the
lead in the first half on a Jeff
Terrio goal, assisted by Frank
Zahos. In the second half, they
put the game away with a score
by Tom Doyle: Ian Harley
assisted. The win gave the Bears
a four game unbeaten: streak.
Saturday., the Bridgewater roll
ground to a halt. The Bears faced
,away a 3-2 loser.. The Beacons
entered the game with an 0-4
record, and they obviously
wanted. the win more than
'Bridgewater. The Bears f eH
behind early on a breakaway
goal by UMB forward Richard
Brooks. With about four minutes left in the half, a most unusual thing occurred; the Beacons
scored on themselves. Bridgewater was pre~suring UMB in
the UMASS zone, when
defender Alexis Villarroel
passed the ball back to his goalkeeper, Jim Roberti. Roberti

apparently wasn't paying atten- cisco Carrion scored the game:.. · they could have beaten.
tion, because he missed the ball. winner on a rebound that
and it rolled right into the net for Karparis let get away.
Bridgewater's best chance
a goal.
Bears coach Brian Maxfield came early, as Jeff Seeley hit the
was very unhappy with his right goalpost off of a pass in
UM ASS/ Boston again took team's performance.
front by Bobby Graves. Then
the lead in the second half when
"We played giveaway ball. Stonehill started pressing. The
a long, high shot from the side- Goals happened that shouldn't thieftains kept the play in 'the
line eluded goalie Andy Karparis have happened. We were in a Bridgewater end for most of the
for the Beacon's second goal. panic. We ·Jost control...didn't half. They finally capitalized late
Once more, .BSC tied the score play smart.••
in .the period on a goal by forwhen Mike Meers headed a Jeff
ward Dan 'Cronin. BSC goalSeeley corner-kick. past the
The Bears played a little better tend ei Ahdy Karparis was
UMASS netminder. But kss Tuesday against Stonehill Col- brilliant. He made 14 .saves,
than two minutes later, ·Fran- iege, but again lost to a club that many of them spectacular. The
~

The Bridgewater State College. Water Polo Club recently
finished one ofit's busiest weeks
• of the season. The club now has a
5-0 record.. and a first place
standing in the New England
\
Small College Water Polo
Conference.
After ~n impressive opening
win away .at Clark, the Bears
hosted their next four games
before large student turnouts.
Hol}' Cross was. the first vie.;.
tim, losing 16-12. Scott Goodrich netted 8 goals for
Brid'gewater, while defenseman
Mike Young scored 5. Rich
Faucher had 28 saves in net.
Bates. College was the next to
fall to the Bears, 16-7. Goodrich
and Bryan King each had five
goals. Dar.ryl A vii.a tallied 3

On Saturday, Wesleyan University was not able to field
enough pfayers arid forfeited, 5-

0.

'

Trinity College proved to be·
the Bears toughest competition,
falling snort I 5- I I. After an even
first period, the Bears pulled
away at the half, 8-5, and never
looked ·back. Hole-setter Goodrich scored seven times, while
King and Young added thr~e
each. ·
The enthusiasm. strength, and
depth of the berich h_as been a
majo_r factor in the club's success
this season. .Players. such as
Sharon Waleik, Steve McKay,
Dave Savaria, Elisa Jacobson,
Jim Hen.ry, .Chico Dupis, Renee
Shannon, and Lisa Veilleux
have helped make the difference
this year.

The Bear's ·Bob Graves .(22) fights off Stonehill's times;
.

,
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~1ch Sc~fan. (Photo by f.31/I Bilod(3aµ) .. .
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Again coach M axfie1d was
disappointed with the team's
effort.

"It was a fifty-fifty game.· Both
teams had an equal chance of
winning, and we let it get away.
In order to be successful, you've
got to win these games."

.

·water Polo undefea ted

.

Bears just couldn't generate an
attack. Stbnehill kept BSC's
offense out of scoring range for
the ·duration of the contest, and
left the field a 1-0 winner.

and Mike Young twice.
Faucher again played a s~rong
'The Bears next home game is
game in goal with 19 sa'ves. ·"'.Thursday, Oct. 9, against
P~l..
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T·ennis
notes
Off to a fantastic start, the
men's tennis team is currently. 3-0. Their wins have
come over w·orcester State,
Mass. Maritime, and Framingham State,.by scores of
6-3, 5-4, 6-3. respectively.
This years edition is led by
co-captains John Eaton and
John Hayes and is coached
·by Joe Yeskewioz.
In the Worcester State
match, winners included
Ho-Jun Park,.Steve Spence,
Hayes and Jim Barton. The
combinations of Barton~
I Ross Kiefer and Chris Per. rault/ Brent Humphries won
their doubles matches.
Probably the closest
. match so far,, was against
Mass. Maritime, which BSC
won 5-4; Kiefer, Park,
. Spence, and. Hayes all won
their matches in the singles.
continued on page 12
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continued from page 11

In doubles competition, Spence
and Park were the only winners
out of 5 matches.
The Framingham State match
was an impressive win as FSC
appeared to stack the ladder.
This means that their #6 man is
better than their #4 man. Anyway. Kiefer, Park, Stephen
Spence, Hayes, and Eaton were
all winners. Also, Spence/ Park
and Barton/ Kiefer won their
doubles matches.
Park, Spence, and Hayes are
all on a tear with 3-0 records and
Kiefer follows close behind with
a 2-1 record. The combo of
Spence and Park is currently 2-0.
Women's tennis, coached by
Linda Smith, is another team
that is reaping the benefits of
success with a 4-1 record so far.
In a 6-3 win over Clark University, BSC's Jessica Sullivan,
Efi Cotsapas. Amy Gr1ybinski.
Christine Gates and Pam Rollinson \Vere all winners in the singles. The combo of Sullivan and
Gr1ybinski were the only victors
in doubles play.

Volleyball

Worcester State was the next
victim for BSC, by the score of
6-2. Gina Barbero, Cotsopas,
Bridgewater State's women's
Grzybinski, Gates and Rollinson
won their singles with scores like volleyball team started the 1986
6-0, 6-0, 6-1, etc. The combo of season off in a dismal fashion,
Gates and Tondreau were easy dro·pping their first three
matches. However, they have
winners by a score of 6-0, 6-2.
In their only loss as of yet, rebounded to win three of their
BSC was trounced 9-0 by Sim- last four and now stand at a
mons College. From the score respectable 3-4.
The resurgence began against
sheet, nobody even came close to
Wheaton Colla'ge, as they shuwinning.
Back on a winning note, Pine tout our nearby opponents, 3-0.
Manor was the next opponent Their next opponent was Branand BSC had no problems, win- deis, with BSC again coming out
ning 7-2. The only losses came in on top of a 3-2 decision. Garn~
scores were (ll-15), (15-12), (9the singles matches.
BSC then walloped N. Adams 15), {I 6-14), ( 15-13).l n their first
State by the score of 7-2. MASCAC conference match,
Number one singles player Jes- against North Adams State, the
sica Sullivan lost her match, and Lady Bears wasted no time, as·
one out'of three matches was lost they polished off tY ,r opponents (15-6), (15-8), (15-0) in a
in doubles play.
little over forty minutes.
Currently, Grzybinski and
The winning roller coaster
Gates lead the team with 4-1 sta.lled against Clark this past
records, followed by Barbero Monday as the Lady Bears were
and Cotsapos with 3-2 records. trounced (3-0). In the first game,
Coach Smith feels strongly BSC was up ( 13-2) only to lose
about this year's team as. they ( 13-15). From there,it was all
are on a run and rebounded so downhill as they dropp~d the
strongly after the Simmons loss. next two (5-15), (5-15). ·

Classified
Earn $$$ Travel Free with
Ne.w Englands most exciting
coed French Connection
Line. Represent Party Time &
Travel on our November
Montreal Weekends "86."
Organize a small group of 15
friends and travel free. Commissions earned also. At
$79.00 this t&ip sells itself. Call
the Party \rime & Travel
hotline at (617) 938-8839.

$10-$360 ,WEEKLY/Up,
Mailing Circulars! No Quotas/ Bosses. Sincerely Interested rush Self-Addressed
envelope: Network-CEO,
POLB l 072, Crystal Lake, IL
60014~

1977 Dodge Colt - 2 door automatic trans. 88K miles new radiator, brakes exhaust
system. Asking $1200. or best
offer. Call 786-7453 after

6pm.
BABYSITTER. NEEDED
Reliable babysitter needed.
Weekends and /or nights.
Flexible hours. Ten month
old son.. Two miles from college (own transportation).
Call 697-0041 before I I A.M.
and after 9 P:M. Call anytime
on the weekends. and call5830035 after 5:30 P.M.

National college marketing

company seeks individual or
campus group to work part
time assisting students in applying for credit cards. Flexible
hours, excellent $, full training. M·eet students and have
FUN. Call Robin at 1-800592-2121.

AWORDFROM
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© 1986 Miller Brewing Co .• Milwaukee, WI

."DUH"*
*TRANSLATION: A SUPERBLY BREWED, FINE TASTING PILSNER BEER.
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